Abstract.-In the context of exponential growing molecular databases, it becomes increasingly easy to assemble large multigene data sets for phylogenomic studies. The expected increase of resolution due to the reduction of the sampling (stochastic) error is becoming a reality. However, the impact of systematic biases will also become more apparent or even dominant. We have chosen to study the case of the long-branch attraction artefact (LBA) using real instead of simulated sequences. Two fast-evolving eukaryotic lineages, whose evolutionary positions are well established, microsporidia and the nucleomorph of cryptophytes, were chosen as model species. A large data set was assembled (44 species, 133 genes, and 24,294 amino acid positions) and the resulting rooted eukaryotic phylogeny (using a distant archaeal outgroup) is positively misled by an LBA artefact despite the use of a maximum likelihood-based tree reconstruction method with a complex model of sequence evolution. When the fastest evolving proteins from the fast lineages are progressively removed (up to 90%), the bootstrap support for the apparently artefactual basal placement decreases to virtually 0%, and conversely only the expected placement, among all the possible locations of the fast-evolving species, receives increasing support that eventually converges to 100%. The percentage of removal of the fastest evolving proteins constitutes a reliable estimate of the sensitivity of phylogenetic inference to LBA. This protocol confirms that both a rich species sampling (especially the presence of a species that is closely related to the fast-evolving lineage) and a probabilistic method with a complex model are important to overcome the LBA artefact. Finally, we observed that phylogenetic inference methods perform strikingly better with simulated as opposed to real data, and suggest that testing the reliability of phylogenetic inference methods with simulated data leads to overconfidence in their performance. Although phylogenomic studies can be affected by systematic biases, the possibility of discarding a large amount of data containing most of the nonphylogenetic signal allows recovering a phylogeny that is less affected by systematic biases, while maintaining a high statistical support.
Single-gene phylogenies are generally poorly resolved because the number of informative positions is limited and stochastic (random) noise yields contradictory, yet often poorly supported, results. Phylogenomics, that is the use of a large number of genes, or ultimately of complete genomes, in phylogenetic inference, is of great promise to overcome stochastic errors and to furnish statistically significant results. Recently, the analysis of several large data sets has allowed enhanced insight into long-term outstanding questions such as relationships of placental mammals Murphy et al., 2001 ) and angiosperms (Qiu et al., 1999; Soltis et al., 1999) . However, conflicting results have also emerged. For example, the monophyly of Ecdysozoa (nematodes + arthropods) is strongly rejected by some phylogenomic analyses (Blair et al., 2002; Philip et al., 2005; Wolf et al., 2004) and strongly supported by others (Delsuc et al., 2005; Philippe et al., 2005) .
The use of large data sets reduces the impact of the stochastic error (which will disappear only with infinite samples); however, it can exacerbate systematic errors, which can eventually become dominant. Systematic errors occur when the real evolutionary process differs from our oversimplified models (Phillips et al., 2004) . They may also be found in the case of single genes, but are usually hidden by sampling errors. Although probabilistic methods like maximum likelihood (ML) or Bayesian approaches are known to be more robust to model violations (Hasegawa and Fujiwara, 1993; Sullivan and Swofford, 2001 ), heterotachy, defined as the heterogeneity of the evolutionary rate of a given position throughout time and compositional bias, can lead to inconsistency (Foster and Hickey, 1999; Inagaki et al., 2004; Kolaczkowski and Thornton, 2004; Lockhart et al., 1996; Philippe and Germot, 2000) . For example, the minimum evolution method is inconsistent in the case of a large yeast data set of Rokas et al. (2003) because two unrelated species share a similar nucleotide composition. This can be corrected, however, by RY coding (Phillips et al., 2004) .
Variable evolutionary rates among lineages constitute an important source of systematic bias. The long-branch attraction (LBA) artefact posits that the two longest branches will cluster together under certain conditions, irrespective of the true relationships of the sequences under study (Felsenstein, 1978) . In the case of a distant outgroup (representing a long branch), LBA leads to the artefactual early emergence of the fast-evolving lineages of the ingroup (Philippe and Laurent, 1998) . Although LBA artefacts were suspected to be present in various phylogenies (Bapteste et al., 2002; Dacks et al., 2002; 744 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 54 not because of the method per se (Felsenstein, 2004; Lockhart et al., 1996) . Simulation studies (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003; Huelsenbeck, 1998; Kuhner and Felsenstein, 1994; Qiu et al., 2001; Swofford et al., 2001; Wolf et al., 2004) have revealed that maximum parsimony (MP) is generally more sensitive than distance-based methods, whereas probabilistic methods are generally more robust. The different sensitivity of MP and probabilistic methods can help to detect if the LBA artefact is playing a major role (Germot et al., 1997; Huelsenbeck, 1998) .
However, if all methods yield trees where long branches, such as fast-evolving species and outgroup, are clustered, the situation becomes much more complex. One possibility is to modify the taxonomic sampling so that only the slowest evolving species are included (Aguinaldo et al., 1997) . Alternatively, the addition of species can alleviate the LBA artefact by dividing long internal branches (Hendy and Penny, 1989) . In this case, the addition of slowly evolving species is much more efficient, whereas the addition of fast-evolving species makes things worse (Kim, 1996; Poe, 2003) . Although the most efficient conditions of species addition are not known (Hillis et al., 2003; Rosenberg and Kumar, 2003) , several cases of LBA were revealed by adding species (Anderson and Swofford, 2004; Dacks et al., 2001; Inagaki et al., 2004; Philippe, 1997) .
Finally, when the species sampling is reasonable for a given phylogenetic problem, the removal of sequence positions can be an effective method. The fast-evolving positions, which are saturated by multiple substitutions, have lost much, if not all, of their phylogenetic signal and are especially sensitive to any systematic bias. The slow/fast (SF) method (Brinkmann and Philippe, 1999) , which starts by selecting the slowest evolving positions, and then progressively adding faster evolving positions, can reveal a transition between a topology in which the long branches are not grouped and a topology dictated by the LBA artefact (Brinkmann and Philippe, 1999; Brochier and Philippe, 2002; Busse and Preisfeld, 2003; Delsuc et al., 2005; Hampl et al., 2004; Philippe et al., 2000b) .
Rooting deep level phylogenies is of fundamental importance in understanding the origin of numerous groups, eukaryotes in particular (Forterre and Philippe, 1999; Lake and Rivera, 1994; Lopez-Garcia and Moreira, 1999; Martin and Müller, 1998; Poole et al., 1999) . Because many groups only have a distantly related outgroup (e.g., marsupials versus placental mammals, gnetales/ gymnosperms versus angiosperms, Archaea versus eukaryotes), the probability of the erroneous early emergence of fast-evolving lineages is high when multiple genes are used. One can therefore legitimately ask the question: is it possible to confidently root deep level trees in a phylogenomic analysis, or in other words, to eschew the LBA artefact in the presence of a distant outgroup?
In this article, we tackle this question by studying a situation in which the phylogenetic position of two fast-evolving lineages is well-established a priori. We selected the eukaryotic phylogeny (Fig. 1) because the ar-FIGURE 1. Eukaryotic tree, rooted according to Philippe et al. (2000b) and Stechmann and Cavalier-Smith (2002) , showing the expected position of the two fast-evolving eukaryotic species, the microsporidia Encephalitozoon and the nucleomorph of the cryptophyte algae Guillardia, in the presence of the distantly related outgroup Archaea. The topology of the tree is a consensus emerging from several multigene analyses (Baldauf et al., 2000; Lang et al., 2002; Philippe et al., 2004) . This tree illustrates our working hypothesis, which we will test, and the high evolutionary rate of nucleomorph and microsporidia. The branch lengths were inferred by Tree-Puzzle (WAG+F+ 4) based on the complete data set with 41 species and 24,294 amino acid positions. The scale bar corresponds to 0.1 amino acid substitutions per site.
chaeal sequences represent a distantly related outgroup that should strongly attract any fast evolving eukaryotes. Two fast-evolving eukaryotes, the nucleomorph of the cryptophyte Guillardia theta, and the microsporidium Encephalitozoon cuniculi, were selected because their complete genomes had been sequenced (Douglas et al., 2001; Katinka et al., 2001) . The nucleomorph originated in a secondary endosymbiotic event in which an entire red alga was engulfed by a flagellate host cell, and corresponds therefore to the remnant of the former red algal nucleus, which is now highly reduced. This interpretation is supported by phylogenetic data from the corresponding chloroplast genome (Douglas et al., 2001; Yoon et al., 2002) and by morphological characters (Gibbs, 1981) . The position of microsporidia has been more controversial, but now a large body of evidence argues that microsporidia are closely related to fungi (Keeling and Fast, 2002) , although their exact position within fungi remains uncertain (Keeling, 2003) . To include the chytridiomycetes, an important group of fungi, we sequenced ∼1000 ESTs from Neocallimastix patriciarum. N. patriciarum is an anaerobic fungus that can be found in the digestive tract of herbivorous mammals, in both ruminants and nonruminants (Teunissen and Op den Camp, 1993 Embley et al., 2003) . The group chytridiomycetes, to which this organism belongs, is characterized by the presence of a flagellum, a unique property within fungi. For this reason, it is generally assumed that chytridiomycetes have a basal position within fungi (James et al., 2000) . We assembled a large data set of 133 nuclear encoded genes from six archaeal outgroup and 33 slow-and 2 fast-evolving eukaryotic ingroup species, including the microsporidium Encephalitozoon cuniculi and the nucleomorph of the cryptophyte Guillardia theta. Because the two fast-evolving species were misplaced in preliminary analyses, four different approaches were used to study LBA artefacts: (1) the removal of the fastest evolving proteins, (2) the use of various tree reconstruction methods, (3) the use of diverse taxon samplings, and (4) phylogenetic inference without the distant outgroup.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Neocallimastix ESTs
Sequences were obtained from a previously constructed Neocallimastix patriciarum ZAP II cDNA library (Xue et al., 1992 ). An aliquot of this library containing a random collection of clones was excised by superinfection with helper phages according to the manufacturer's instructions (Stratagene). One thousand clones were randomly selected and subsequently analyzed by sequencing. A detailed description of the sequences will be provided elsewhere.
Assembling the Alignment
We added to the aligned data sets of 174 proteins used by Philippe et al. (2004) the amino acid sequences available in Genbank (nonredundant section) on December 2003, using a BLASTP search with a cutoff e-value corresponding to the highest value of the orthologous proteins in Archaea. We then added to the alignments the EST sequences from the chytridiomycete N. patriciarum, and EST, as well as genomic sequences, from several ongoing sequencing projects. We retrieved most of the sequences from GenBank through NCBI The sequences were added as described in Philippe et al. (2004) . To deal with the problem of nonorthologous sequences, we constructed amino acid based phylogenies (MP and ML) starting with the original 174 proteins, of which the 133 proteins used to assemble our final phylogenomic data set represent a conservative subsample. At this step we also eliminated all proteins that had either too few species or too much missing data. The reliability of orthology assignment was greatly improved due to the use of numerous species. Genes for which orthology relationships were difficult to establish (e.g., EF-1α or cytosolic HSP70) were completely discarded from the analyses. When recent gene duplications were detected (almost exclusively for vertebrates), the slowest evolving gene copy was selected. We did not find in our individual gene data sets any case in which horizontal gene transfers would provide a reasonable explanation.
To assemble a data set rich in both species and genes, sequences can be missing or partial for some proteins from some species, because we compiled the sequences mainly from cDNA sequencing projects. To decrease the amount of missing data, we created chimerical sequences between closely related taxa (see Appendix 1, available at www.systematicbiology.org). We retained only species for which a sufficiently large number of amino acid residues were available (larger than 5000). Simulation studies have shown that under these conditions the impact of missing data is negligible Wiens, 2003) . Moreover, the removal of the most incomplete taxa has no visible effect on the phylogenetic inference .
In order to extract only unambiguously aligned portions and to eliminate divergent regions of the alignment, we used Gblocks (Castresana, 2000) with the following parameter settings: a minimum of 50% of the sequences per position identical for a conserved position, a minimum of 75% of the sequences identical for a flanking position, a maximum of five contiguous nonconserved positions, and a minimum of five positions for a block. This selection was manually verified; in particular, a few conserved regions with some amount of missing data, for which Gblocks was too stringent, were reintroduced into the dataset. A data set comprising 44 species (six Archaea, 33 slowly evolving eukaryotes, a microsporidium, a nucleomorph, and three kinetoplastids) and 133 genes (displaying a mean of ∼24% of missing data per species, Appendix 2, available at www.systematicbiology.org) was constructed. In a few cases the amount of missing data is quite high, with a maximum of 80% for the brown alga Laminaria. However, there are only seven species with less than 10,000 amino acid positions, and they are always closely related to almost complete species, so that no major eukaryotic lineages are only represented by highly incomplete taxa. The alignments are available upon request and nexus files of the two basic data sets (including two trees each; expected and LBA) were also submitted to TREEBASE under the study accession number SN2312. 
Phylogenetic Analyses
Phylogenetic analyses were performed at the amino acid level. Various models of sequence evolution were considered. We used Poisson (the same probability for all pairs), WAG (Whelan and Goldman, 2001 ), or JTT (Jones et al., 1992) amino acid replacement matrices with and without gamma-distributed rates across sites (Yang, 1993) . Two different models were applied: (1) the separate model (Yang, 1996) where branch lengths and the α parameter are free to vary for all genes, and (2) the concatenated model that considers all genes as a "super-gene."
Two important limitations for finding the best tree become prominent when a large number of positions and a large number of species are used: (1) pronounced local minima and (2) computing time and memory requirements. The height of the potential barriers separating local minima increases with the number of positions used (Salter, 2001) . The probability that the heuristic search is trapped in a local minimum is therefore much higher. As a consequence, we used mainly exhaustive tree searches for the ML analyses. Since the number of possible topologies is too large for an exhaustive search (10 53 for 39 species), we proceeded in two steps.
First, for the data set comprising the 33 slowly evolving eukaryotic species and the six Archaea, several heuristic searches were performed. The methods used were MP implemented in PAUP * (Swofford, 2000) , ML using PHYML (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003) with a concatenated JTT+F+ 4 model, and Bayesian inference in MrBayes (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003) with a concatenated WAG+F+ 4 model (150,000 generations, burn in of 14,500 generations, 4 chains). The parameter F (frequency) corresponds to the use, as equilibrium frequencies, of the amino acid frequencies observed in the data sets under study, instead of the ones obtained for the original data set used to infer the amino acid replacement matrix (WAG or JTT). The high memory requirements of the probabilistic analyses based on the concatenated data sets limited the modeling of among site rate variation to the use of four discrete gamma categories ( 4). Distance methods were not used to infer trees, because they are sensitive to the presence of missing data in the alignment. All MP analyses were always performed without constrained trees and applied the following options: heuristic search with TBR, 10 random species additions, and 1000 Bootstrap replicates. All Bayesian inferences were performed three times independently and always converged towards the same posterior distributions. In the PHYML analyses, the starting tree was obtained using ML-based distance estimates and the algorithm BIONJ (Gascuel, 1997) , the ML tree is subsequently obtained by nearest neighbor interchange (NNI). Given the high number of positions, most of the nodes were as expected highly supported by all methods and were thus constrained in the subsequent analyses. Only the relationships among the six main eukaryotic lineages and among the four main fungal lineages were left unconstrained (Appendix 4, available at www.systematicbiology.org).
These constraints define 14,175 topologies, which were analyzed with a concatenated JTT+F model by PROTML (Adachi and Hasegawa, 1996b) . We then retained the 1000 best topologies for further analyses, as in Bapteste et al. (2002) and Philippe et al. (2004) . These topologies were analyzed with a separate WAG+F+ model with the program Tree-Puzzle (Schmidt et al., 2002) .
Second, we tried to locate the three fast-evolving lineages one at a time, namely the microsporidium Encephalitozoon, the nucleomorph of the cryptophyte Guillardia theta, and three kinetoplastids (Leishmania major, Trypanosoma brucei, and T. cruzi). Their possible locations in the phylogeny were analyzed exhaustively by adding them to all 75 branches of the 39 species tree (six Archaea and the 33 slowly evolving eukaryotes). However, because the topology of this tree is not known with certainty, we retained the 25 best topologies obtained with a separate WAG+F+ model. At first sight, 25 topologies may seem to be a small number compared to the 10 53 possible topologies. However, the two best topologies received together 99% of the RELL bootstrap support and the 26th topology is less likely than the best one by ten orders of magnitude ( lnL = 221). A total of 1875 different topologies (25 × 75) was thus analyzed to locate each fast evolving lineage.
Because the computation of bootstrap values is the most demanding task, we used the RELL method (Kishino et al., 1990) . More precisely, the likelihood values of each tree for each gene and the corresponding branch lengths were computed using Tree-Puzzle. The likelihood of each position for each tree was then computed using CodeML of the PAML package (Yang, 1997b) . The site-wise likelihood values were used by a home-made program to compute the RELL bootstrap values of each topology based on 1000 replicas. The bootstrap values (BVs) for the placement of the fast-evolving lineages should not be underestimated by the RELL procedure, since, despite the fact that we analyzed only 1875 (25 × 75) topologies, all possible positions of the fast lineages in the tree were studied. This approach allowed us to perform all computations in a reasonable time (about 3 months on a cluster with 30 Xeon 2.8 GHz processors).
The fit of models to data was evaluated using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1973) . According to Burnham and Anderson (2003) , a delta AIC value greater than 10 means that the competing model receives no support. Tree comparisons were performed using the approximate unbiased (AU) and the Shimodaira-Hasegawa (SH) (Shimodaira and Hasegawa, 1999) tests as implemented in the program CONSEL (Shimodaira and Hasegawa, 2001 ).
Removal of Fast-Evolving Proteins
To test whether LBA affects phylogenetic inference, we devised a method coined Removal of Fast-evolving Proteins (RFP). The fastest evolving proteins were detected and selectively eliminated in a protein specific way (Fig. 2) . The distances were estimated by ML using the program Tree-Puzzle with the same model as for ML tree inference. They were calculated for the concatenation of all proteins as well as separately for each protein. The mean distances between the Archaea and the fast evolving eukaryotic lineages under study (like Encephalitozoon) were then calculated for both the concatenation and each of the proteins. Thereafter, the genes were sorted according to the quotient obtained by the following formula: [d mean,gene (Fast,Archaea) (Fast,Archaea) ]. The greater the value, the faster the evolutionary rate for this protein in comparison to the mean value obtained for all concatenated proteins. As shown in Figure 2 , the fastest evolving proteins from the fastevolving lineage were selectively eliminated for a given protein and replaced by question marks, the sequences of all other species remaining unchanged. This selective elimination of proteins was performed by steps of 10%, up to 90%.
The RFP method does not assume an a priori knowledge of the "correct" phylogeny and is therefore topology independent. We remove up to 90% of the fastest evolving proteins (a limit that allows conserving sufficient phylogenetic information). The topology may change as a function of protein elimination or remain the same. We chose cases in which we expect that a certain change will eventually occur; however, this is mainly a control. The only a priori knowledge required by the RFP method is the nature of the outgroup. Here, Archaea are fairly undisputed outgroup of eukaryotes.
Simulation Studies
We generated 100 matrices of 40 taxa and 24,294 amino acid positions under PSeq-Gen (Grassly et al., 1997) using the model topology shown in Figure 1 , except that the nucleomorph was not considered. A separate model was used for simulations. More precisely, empirical amino acid frequencies, alpha parameter, and branch lengths were estimated for each protein separately. Then, for each protein, sequences of the size of this protein were simulated using the protein-specific parameters. The phylogenies were then inferred using the same protocol as for real data. With MP, heuristic search with 10 random species additions and TBR swapping was performed. With ML, all positions of the fast-evolving lineage were considered, but only the 10 best topologies connecting the 33 slow-evolving species, instead of 25, were retained, for computing time reasons. Simulation studies were also performed using a concatenated model, and the results were virtually identical to the separate model (data not shown). It should be noted that for the species rich data sets (32 taxa or more), only 10 replicates were analyzed with ML because of computing time limitations. However, because we obtained 100% for all 10 replicates, it is unlikely that the analysis of more replicates will fundamentally change the results.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Removal of the Fastest Evolving Microsporidial
and Nucleomorph Proteins To simplify the study, the two fast-evolving species were analyzed separately. Beginning with microsporidia, a ML tree based on 133 genes (24,294 positions) inferred using either a separate WAG+F+ model or a concatenated JTT+F+ is shown in Figure 3 . The tree is in excellent agreement with previous studies of eukaryotic phylogeny (Baldauf et al., 2000; Philippe et al., 2004) . In particular the monophyly of all major phyla, for example Fungi, Metazoa plus Choanoflagellata (Holozoa), Conosa, green plants, stramenopiles, and Apicomplexa are recovered. Moreover, the monophyly of Opisthokonta (Fungi + Holozoa), Alveolata (Apicomplexa + ciliates), and Plantae (red algae + green plants) is found. However, the monophyly of Chromalveolata (alveolates and stramenopiles) (CavalierSmith, 2000; Fast et al., 2001 ) is not recovered. Within fungi, the grouping of ascomycetes and basidiomycetes, to the exclusion of chytridiomycetes and glomales, is supported by a bootstrap value (BV) of 100%. The early emergence of chytridiomycetes, until now only confirmed by a multigene phylogeny based on the mitochondrial genome (Bullerwell et al., 2003) , is recovered, but not significantly supported. BVs are 86% and 66% for the separate and the concatenated analyses, respectively.
The microsporidium Encephalitozoon emerges at the base of eukaryotes with a high support (BV around 100%). An LBA artefact between the distantly related Archaea and the fast-evolving microsporidium likely explains this result. In fact, systematic biases constitute a serious issue when large data sets are used, even with a ML method and a reasonable species sampling . However, the 133 genes of our data set do not all evolve at the same evolutionary rate in the microsporidial lineage. Therefore, in an attempt to overcome systematic biases, we assumed that the proteins that evolved the most slowly in microsporidia display a higher phylogenetic/nonphylogenetic signal ratio. We use the RFP method that progressively eliminates the fastest evolving proteins for microsporidia and studied the effect on phylogenetic inference (see Fig. 2 and Material and Methods for a detailed description). Only proteins of the fast-evolving species were removed, in order to maintain a large data set, given the difficulty in resolving the eukaryotic phylogeny with significant support (Philippe et al., 2000a ; see Appendix 5 for the list of genes eliminated, available at www.systematicbiology. org).
As shown in Figure 4A , the application of the RFP method has a profound impact on the phylogenetic position of microsporidia. The removal of 50% of the FIGURE 4. Relationship between bootstrap values and the percentage of removal of the fastest evolving proteins for microsporidium (A) and nucleomorph (B). The expected position (microsporidia with fungi and nucleomorph with red algae) is indicated with a close triangle and the apparently artefactual one (the fast-evolving lineage at the base of eukaryotes) with a close square. The trees were inferred with a separate WAG+F+ 8 model, based on the same exhaustive + constraint search approach as in Figure 3 . fastest microsporidial proteins leads to a slight decrease of the BV for the early emergence of this group (from 97% to 78%). The removal of more proteins decreases these BVs much more rapidly, converging to 0% for a removal of 80% and 90%. This decrease could be simply due to the fact that too many proteins are removed and no phylogenetic signal remains. However, BVs for the grouping of microsporidia with fungi shows exactly the complementary trend, eventually converging to 100%. More precisely, the sum of the BVs for these two alternative positions of microsporidia (at the base of eukaryotes or with fungi) is always 100%. Therefore, our analysis strongly suggests that only two mutually exclusive signals exist for microsporidia: a nonphylogenetic signal due to LBA pulling them towards Archaea, and a genuine phylogenetic signal attracting them towards fungi. It should be noticed that both signals are strong. For example, with only 10% of the microsporidial proteins remaining (3709 positions), the grouping with fungi is supported by a BV of 100%. Even with a probabilistic tree reconstruction method using a complex model and a reasonable taxonomic sampling, it is necessary to remove an important fraction of the proteins, corresponding to the noisiest data, in order to avoid the LBA artefact. Interestingly, this also allows recovery of the expected phylogeny.
We also applied the RFP method in the case of the nucleomorph (Fig. 4B) . Exactly the same tendency is observed: the support for the apparently artefactual position (nucleomorph at the base of eukaryotes) decreases with sequence removal. Nevertheless, analysis of the complete dataset recovers the expected position of the nucleomorph (sister-group of red algae), but only with a BV of 58%. The support for this position rises to 95% at the removal of only 60% of the fast evolving nucleomorph proteins. The increase continues to a BV of 99% when additional proteins are removed. The difference between Figures 4A and 4B suggests that either the genuine phylogenetic signal is higher for nucleomorph than for microsporidia or the nonphylogenetic signal due to LBA is lower. Wiens (1998) shows that missing data may enhance the LBA artefact, because this mimics poor species sampling. However, our study shows that increasing the amount of missing data up to 90% allows the reduction of the LBA artefact, simply because the proteins that evolved the fastest in the lineage affected by the LBA have been removed. The relationships between LBA and missing data are thus complex and deserve further studies. Very recently, by using simulations, Wiens (2005) demonstrates the ability of incomplete taxa to reduce LBA when they break the long branches, in particular for model-based methods.
Relative Efficiency of Diverse Tree Reconstruction Methods
In order to evaluate the sensitivity of various tree reconstruction methods to the LBA artefact, we applied MP and ML methods to both the microsporidium (Fig. 5A ) and the nucleomorph (Fig. 5B ) data sets. In the case of the ML method, we compared the efficiency of models that deal with three kinds of heterogeneity in the Only the bootstrap values for the expected position of the fast-evolving species are indicated. All remaining 39 species were used and the protocol described in Figure 2 was applied with different models. For MP analyses, a heuristic search with TBR swapping and 10 random species addition was used. All ML based methods were using the exhaustive + constraint search approach. The evolutionary distances used for the rate specific elimination of proteins (RFP method) were always computed based on the same model as used in the corresponding analyses, with the only exception of the MP method for which a WAG+F model was used. evolutionary process: (1) the heterogeneity of amino acid replacement rates by comparing the Poisson, which assumes that all substitutions are equally likely, and the WAG replacement matrices (Whelan and Goldman, 2001) ; (2) the heterogeneity of replacement rates among positions (uniform or -distributed rates); (3) the heterogeneity of evolutionary rates between genes and species by comparing a concatenated model and a separate model that allows branch lengths and alpha parameter to vary from gene to gene (Yang, 1996) . The evaluation of the relative efficiency is straightforward based on Figure 5: the better a given tree reconstruction method, the sooner (with a lower number of removed proteins) it will allow the recovery of a phylogeny not affected by the LBA artefact.
The only nonprobabilistic method applied, the MP method, performed poorly in both cases with BV of 0% for the expected solution (Fig. 5) and for all data sets up to 80% of protein removal. The BVs were different from 0% (up to 6% for microsporidia) only when 90% of the proteins were removed. The ML method with a simple and unrealistic model (separate Poisson+F without gamma) performs much better, recovering for example the monophyly of fungi + microsporidia with a BV of 94% when 90% of the fast proteins are removed. These results, obtained with real sequences, confirm previous results based on simulations (Anderson and Swofford, 2004; Huelsenbeck, 1998; Kuhner and Felsenstein, 1994; Qiu et al., 2001; Swofford et al., 2001) . When some of the lineages evolve at markedly different rates, the use of probabilistic methods should be preferred over MP. A recent study (Kolaczkowski and Thornton, 2004) have demonstrated that MP outperforms ML when the level of heterotachy is extreme. However, this conclusion was based on simulation studies assuming a molecular clock and this does not hold when evolutionary rates vary considerably among lineages (unpublished results).
Considering the models of amino acid replacement, the Poisson model appears to be always less efficient than the WAG model (Fig. 5) . For example, in the case of the nucleomorph with a distribution, it is necessary to remove 90% of the nucleomorph proteins to obtain a BV of 95% with a Poisson model, whereas the same BV is obtained through the removal of only 60% of the proteins with the WAG model (Fig. 5B) . Taking the among site rate variation into account by the use of a distribution is also much more efficient against the LBA artefact both under Poisson and WAG matrices. These results demonstrate that ignoring the heterogeneity of the evolutionary process (for amino acid replacements and among positions) drastically reduces the accuracy of ML-based tree reconstruction methods.
Allowing for the possibility that different species evolve at different rates for different proteins produced less clear-cut results. For example, in the case of microsporidia, the concatenated WAG+F model is more sensitive to LBA than the separate WAG+F model, its performance being similar to that of the separate Poisson+F model (Fig. 5A) . However, when a distribution is used, the concatenated and the separate models have similar efficiency. Indeed, in the case of the nucleomorph and a WAG+F+ model, the concatenated analysis performs slightly better than the separate model, except when more than 80% of the proteins were removed.
Fit of the Model to the Data and Phylogenetic Accuracy
Because systematic errors occur when simplified models of sequence evolution used by the ML method are in conflict with the real evolutionary process, we evaluated how well the various models fit the data. We computed the AIC of each model for the nucleomorph data set (Table 1) ; the results are virtually identical for microsporidia (data not shown). As expected, the Poisson amino acid replacement matrix performs more poorly than JTT and WAG, whereas the WAG matrix has a slightly better fit to the data than JTT. The gamma distribution also improves greatly the fit of the model to the data (e.g., with separate model lnL = −744,406 WAG+F and lnL = −715,969 WAG+F+ ). Despite a serious increase in the number of parameters (12,804 additional parameters), the separate model has a better fit than the concatenated model (Table 1) , according to the AIC. Therefore, taking into account the heterogeneity in the evolutionary process always improves the fit of the model to the data, albeit to noticeably different extents. The comparison of Table 1 and of Figure 5 confirms the hypothesis that using better models produces generally better phylogenies, in other words, that model misspecifications are the reason of the inconsistency of ML approaches. However, this relationship does not always hold (see Yang, 1997a) , because the concatenated model sometimes performs better than the separate model, despite the fact that the separate model has a better fit. A possible explanation is that the estimation of branch lengths for each protein using a separate model is difficult, because only a limited number of positions are available. In contrast, this estimation is easier under the concatenated model. As a result, the microsporidial/nucleomorph branch is recognized as being very long, this allows the ML approach with a concatenated model to correct more efficiently for LBA artefacts.
Even the most complex models that we investigated (i.e., those readily available in current software packages) are sensitive to the LBA artefact; therefore the need for developing better tree reconstruction methods, in particular probabilistic ones with improved models of molecular evolution, is obvious. The protocol proposed here (Figs. 2 and 5) can be used as a way of assessment: a new method (model) will perform better if less data from fast-evolving species have to be removed in order to obtain the same BVs in favor of the grouping not affected by LBA. In particular, this benchmark could be used to test the efficiency of recently proposed methods with improved models, which deal with intrasite rate heterogeneity (i.e., heterotachy, Galtier, 2001; Huelsenbeck, 2002; Kolaczkowski and Thornton, 2004) and with the heterogeneity of the substitution process across sites (Lartillot and Philippe, 2004; Pagel and Meade, 2004) .
Species Sampling and Sensitivity to LBA Artefacts
In phylogenomic studies, alignments contain often few taxa (Blair et al., 2002; Lerat et al., 2003; Philip et al., 2005; Rokas et al., 2003; Wolf et al., 2004) . However, the accuracy of phylogenetic inference based on speciespoor data sets is the subject of a long-standing controversy (Graur and Higgins, 1994; Hillis et al., 2003; Philippe and Douzery, 1994; Rosenberg and Kumar, 2003) . To study the effect of species sampling, we progressively reduced the number of ingroup as well as outgroup species (see Appendix 3, available at www.systematicbiology.org, for the list of species used), while maintaining the number of positions (24, 294) and the method (ML with a separate WAG+F+ model) constant.
In the case of the nucleomorph, the sensitivity to LBA generally increases as the number of species decreases (Fig. 6B) . However, the performance obtained with 15 FIGURE 6. Taxon sampling and the phylogenetic position of microsporidia (A) and nucleomorph (B). Only the bootstrap values (computed with a separate WAG+F+ 8 model) for the expected position of the fast-evolving species are indicated. The highly reduced taxon sampling (six and nine species) corresponds to three eukaryotic ingroup species (microsporidia + Homo + Schizosaccharomyces or nucleomorph + Arabidopsis + Porphyra) and three or six archaeal species. For the sample of 14 and 15 species, six Archaea and the main eukaryotic lineages are present. For a detailed list of the species used, see Appendix 3 (available at www.systematicbiology.org). species (six Archaea, the nucleomorph, and eight eukaryotic species representing the major lineages; open diamond) is virtually identical to 40 species (open square), suggesting that the use of a single representative per major group is sufficient in this case. Nevertheless, the removal of a single additional eukaryotic species (14 species, open triangle) noticeably diminishes the efficiency. More significantly, when only a green plant and a red alga are used as representatives of the slowly evolving eukaryotes (close triangle), BVs for the expected position of the nucleomorph were always below 64%. With only three archaeal outgroups (close diamond), BVs were always below 30%, suggesting that the use of six outgroup species improves the inference.
The curves of the BVs for the grouping of nucleomorph with red algae are not perfect monotonous increasing functions of the percentage of proteins removed (Figs. 5B and 6B). For example, there is a slight decrease of BV when the first 10% proteins are removed. Two reasons probably explain the complexity of the curves. First, the RFP method is far from being perfect, one problem is that the fastest evolving proteins are not optimally detected by this method, because the power of the relative rate test is limited. (Bromham et al., 2000; . Second, after the removal of 90% of the proteins, 1885 amino acid positions were remaining for the nucleomorph. This low number of positions implies an increasing influence of the sampling error, rendering the curves irregular.
The results for microsporidia are similar (Fig. 6A) . With six or nine species, even when 90% of the fastevolving proteins are removed, the BVs for the grouping of Encephalitozoon with fungi remain below 10%. One of the most efficient tree reconstruction method used in this study (a separate WAG+F+ model) is unable to overcome the LBA artefact, if only a few species are considered. Therefore taxa-poor phylogenomic studies should be regarded with great caution when species evolve at heterogeneous rates, in agreement with earlier studies (Adachi and Hasegawa, 1996a; Philippe and Douzery, 1994) . For example, the paraphyly of Ecdysozoa observed in the analyses based on 100 genes/4 species (Blair et al., 2002) , 500 genes/6 species (Wolf et al., 2004) , and 780 genes/10 species (Philip et al., 2005 ) is most likely an artefact due to the high evolutionary rate of nematodes. This interpretation is in agreement with a study based on much wider taxon sampling, 146 genes/49 species . It should be noticed that the species sampling used in this study can be easily improved, in particular by including several microsporidia and nucleomorphs in order to break their long branches. We predict that the quantity of data that have to be removed in order to overcome LBA will diminish accordingly.
However, the effect of taxon sampling is not based solely on the number of species, but also depends on the identity of the species (Lecointre et al., 1993) . For example, for the nucleomorph (Fig. 6B) , the LBA artefact is less marked when 15 species (open diamond) are used instead of 14 species (open triangle), whereas the contrary is observed for microsporidia (Fig. 6A) . The nature of the outgroup can also have a great influence. The LBA is more pronounced in the case of the nucleomorph, when only Pyrococcus (open circle) instead of all six archaeal species (open square) is used as outgroup; this sample with 35 species is even worse than the samples with 14 or 15 species (Fig. 6B) . However, in the case of microsporidia (Fig. 6A) , the results with one or six Archaea are quite similar, demonstrating that the effect of taxon sampling on phylogenetic inference can be tremendously difficult to predict.
The analyses in which the closest sister-group of the fast-evolving lineages is discarded, corresponding to red alga for nucleomorph and fungi for microsporidia (indicated by close squares), are particularly interesting. In theory, the fast species should remain at the same position in the tree: they are expected to be a sister-group of green plants and of animals, respectively. Unfortunately, for the nucleomorph, even with the removal of 90% of the fast evolving proteins, the BVs for the expected position remain below 5% (Fig. 6B ). Contrary to all previous analyses, there are now more than two alternative positions for the nucleomorph, because the sum of the BVs for the expected and the basal positions is sometimes less than 100%. Nevertheless, the support for the nucleomorph as first emerging eukaryotes is always greater than 85%, indicating that it is not possible to overcome LBA. For microsporidia (Fig. 6A) , the situation is less drastic since the expected position, as a sister-group of animals, is recovered with a BV of 78% if the sequence removal is maximal (90%). This difference between nucleomorph and microsporidia is at first sight surprising, because it represents the only case in which the inference is easier for microsporidia. This is likely due to the fact that the recovery of the monophyly of opisthokonts, in this case microsporidia and animals, is less difficult than the one of Plantae, represented by the nucleomorph and green plants. Indeed, in another study using only slowly evolving species (Rodríguez-Ezpeleta et al., 2005) , we have shown that it is necessary to use 5000 and 25,000 positions for obtaining a BV of 95% for the monophyly of opisthokonts and of Plantae, respectively.
An important conclusion can be drawn from the latter analyses: even when a large number of species and positions and an efficient tree reconstruction method are used, it turns out to be almost impossible to locate the fast-evolving lineages in the absence of closely related species in the data set. This probably explains why we were unable to place kinetoplastids (Leishmania major, Trypanosoma brucei, and T. cruzi) when we applied the RFP method. When the fast proteins are removed, the support for their early emergence decreases more quickly than in the case of the nucleomorph without red alga (from 100% with the complete alignment to 18% with 80% of kinetoplastid proteins removed). However, kinetoplastids do not cluster strongly with any group present in our dataset, the best BV being 34% for their grouping with Plantae (data not shown). Locating the fast-evolving eukaryotic groups such as kinetoplastids, diplomonads, or trichomonads with an archaeal outgroup will thus be a difficult and long-lasting task. The most straightforward approach would be to identify a slowly evolving and closely related group to these taxa. Thus, it is expected that several fast-evolving eukaryotic groups will artefactually remain at the base of the eukaryotic tree with a strong support, when numerous genes are used (Bapteste et al., 2002) , until both improved species sampling and methodologies become available.
Phylogenetic Analyses in the Absence of the Distant
Outgroup Archaea To overcome the strong attraction between the distant archaeal outgroup and the fast-evolving ingroup, we have shown the need for good species sampling, an efficient tree reconstruction method and the removal of an important part of the fastest evolving proteins. As an alternative, the removal of the outgroup could allow the placement of problematic species, even if the question of the location of the root in the tree remains unsolved. The data sets without Archaea were analyzed separately with MrBayes and PHYML for both microsporidia and the nucleomorph. The results are strikingly different: the expected position of the fast-evolving species was recovered by MrBayes in both analyses with and without gamma-distributed rates, whereas either ciliates or alve- olates and the fast-evolving species grouped together in the PHYML analyses. To verify that this difference is due to problems of the heuristic search (and not to a difference between ML and Bayesian approaches), various topologies were compared by LRT tests ( Table 2 ). The expected position of both microsporidia and nucleomorph corresponds to the best ML tree and the LBA tree is always significantly rejected. The heuristic search of PHYML remains therefore trapped in a local minimum, illustrating the difficulty of heuristic searches when large data sets are considered. This argues in favor of our approach that combines topological constraints and an exhaustive search. However, when the closest sister-group of the fast-evolving species is eliminated (either the rhodophyte or fungi), the results of the analyses without outgroup are much less encouraging (Table 2) . Nevertheless, our results confirmed the validity of the outgroup removal strategy for studying difficult phylogenetic questions. However, the removal of the outgroup is not necessarily the panacea: instead of being attracted by the outgroup, the fast-evolving lineage can be attracted by the longest ingroup branch . To study this possibility, we have analyzed simultaneously nucleomorph and microsporidia (Table 3) . Both fast-evolving species are at the expected position in the ML tree. However, the three alternative LBA artefact-based topologies are only significantly rejected with a model and when a closely related and slowly evolving sister group is present. We have also tested the heuristic search of MrBayes and of PHYML and confirmed that MrBayes always recovered the ML tree and PHYML the LBA tree. Finally, the MP analyses invariably group the two fastevolving species together with a 100% bootstrap support. They formed a sister-group to ciliates, the fastest of the remaining eukaryotic species. The same highly supported sister-group relationship was also found by MP analyses including only one of the fast species. These analyses confirm the high sensitivity of the MP approach to LBA artefacts.
To gain insights regarding the position of the microsporidium Encephalitozoon within fungi, analyses in the absence of Archaea and more distantly related eukaryotes were carried out. Therefore, fungi and the microsporidium, together with animals, choanoflagellates, and the Conosa as outgroup sequences, were analyzed, using the RFP method with a separate WAG+ F+ model. When 80% of the fastest proteins are removed (Fig. 7) , the microsporidium is no longer in a basal position with respect to the fungi, but emerges after the chytridiomycete Neocallimastix, although only weakly supported by a BV of 55%. This analysis suggests that microsporidia emerge within fungi, but our limited sample of chytridiomycetes and glomales and their incompleteness (8309 and 5490 amino acid positions, respectively) reduces the efficiency of our approach. The absence of Entomophthorales and Zoopagales, groups that have been proposed to be closely related to microsporidia (Keeling, 2003) is problematic, but EST sequencing of additional fungi (http://amoebidia.bcm. umontreal.ca/public/pepdb/agrm.php) will soon allow us to address this problem with an adequate species sampling. TABLE 4. Bootstrap support values for the correct location of the fast-evolving species in the case of simulated data sets, species sampling as in Figure 6 . The 32 species analyses are corresponding to the 40 sister-groups (microsporidia data set without the closely related fungi). The detailed species sampling for all seven data sets is given in Appendix 3 (available at www.systematicbiology.org). Comparison of Simulated and Real Sequences Our analyses demonstrate that the accuracy of current phylogenetic inference approaches are rather limited visà vis LBA artefacts. However, simulation studies suggest that most methods are rather robust with respect to variable evolutionary rates among lineages (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003; Huelsenbeck, 1998; Kuhner and Felsenstein, 1994; Qiu et al., 2001; Swofford et al., 2001; Wolf et al., 2004) . To gain further insights into this conundrum, we performed simulations to mimic the difficult case of microsporidia. Sequences were simulated with a complex model (separate JTT+F+ ) and trees were inferred by MP and by ML using various models. As shown in Table 4 , even without any data removal, all methods, including MP, perform well, except when only three eukaryotic species are used (six and nine species). In these cases, ML requires the use of a model to recover the correct tree with high support. However, even an unrealistic model (Poisson+F instead of JTT+F+ ) recovers an important signal for the correct position of the fast evolving species (BV close to 50%) when so few species are used. Table 4 also clearly illustrates that inconsistency of the ML approach is due to model misspecifications, because the correct tree is always recovered when the correct model is used. It should be remembered that, with real data, even with the most complex model and the removal of 90% of the noisiest proteins, the expected position of microsporidia was virtually unsupported when few species are used (BV below 10%, Fig. 6A ).
CONCLUSION
All our analyses demonstrate that tree reconstruction methods are robust to the LBA artefact only when 2005 BRINKMANN ET AL.-PHYLOGENOMICS AND LONG-BRANCH ATTRACTION ARTEFACTS 755 using simulated data. This suggests that simulation studies should be used with great care to evaluate whether a result is due to an LBA artefact. More importantly, experiments based on simulations had lead to overconfidence in the accuracy of tree reconstruction methods. We therefore believe that systematic errors, in particular due to LBA, constitutes a problem that should not be neglected in phylogenomics studies (Delsuc et al., 2005) . To reduce their impact, we have shown that it is fundamental to (1) use probabilistic methods with complex models, (2) use a rich species sampling (including slowly evolving taxa closely related to the fast-evolving ones), and (3) remove a large proportion of the fast-evolving data.
In fact, a promising avenue in phylogenomics is to take advantage of the large number of positions available through the use of a subset of the data representing the most reliable characters, in order to obtain a phylogeny that minimizes systematic errors while remaining statistically significant. The fact that the RFP method is eliminating entire proteins from fast-evolving lineages (Fig. 2) does not mean that fast-evolving proteins are completely devoid of phylogenetic signal. A positional approach (Brinkmann and Philippe, 1999; Burleigh and Mathews, 2004; Pisani, 2004) could provide a better performance because it would more specifically remove the positions that mainly contain nonphylogenetic signal. We are currently evaluating the performance of these refined methods on the data sets used here.
